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Nordco Machine Upgrade Kits

Nordco Machine Upgrade Kits make it easy to repair, maintain and improve
your equipment. Each kit includes all new components and instructions
required to make a complete upgrade, incorporating the latest improvements.
They include Nordco authorized parts, backed by our full factory warranty.

The Bulkloader Walkway Kit offers convenient access to components on the upper 
portion of the machine cab on most CX Hammers and many Model C Spikers with a
push bulkloader.  The Bulkloader Walkway extends over the bulkloader, providing 
a rigid platform for the service technician in the field or in the shop, making it easy 
to reach the air conditioner, travel lights, work lights, rear window – anything on or 
near the top of the cab.

The Bulkloader Walkway
is placed in the "up" 
position when loading
spikes, protecting the
rear cab window.  The
ladder is securely stored
on the back of the 
bulkloader during travel.
In this photo the handr
ail on the right side of 
the machine is in place
for use. The handrail on
the left side is in the
stored position.
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· Constructed of strong, easy-to-handle, lightweight aluminum.

· Includes a ladder to provide easy access to the Walkway platform on the top 
of the bulkloader.

· Ladder can be attached to the left or right of the bulkloader, making it possible to
reach the platform from either side of the track.  

· Walkway stores in the up position against the back of the cab when you load 
spikes, helping to protect the rear window from being struck by loose spikes 
or the crane magnet.

· Ladder stores out of the way on the back of the bulkloader when not in use.  
· Ladder can be used to access the bulk loader even when Walkway is in the 

up position.  

· Includes handrail mounted on top of cab for additional stability when servicing 
components.

· Available as an option on new and rebuilt machines, or as kit that can be retrofit 
to existing machines.  

· Compatible with most CX Hammers and many Model C Spikers with push bulkloaders.

SPECIFICATIONS:
All aluminum construction
Dimensions approximately 47" x 22"
Locking mechanism to hold platform in up position

The aluminum ladder and handrail provide a stable, three-
point-contact method of getting to or from the Walkway.

The Bulkloader Walkway provides a sturdy platform for
accessing the top of the cab or the bulkloader bin.
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